News and Homework for week beginning 16th April
,

This week... Space, Whatever Next
In Maths... This week the year 2s have been looking at statistics, creating and interrupting tally charts and
pictograms. The rest of the class have been looking at place value, numberlines to 30 or 100 squares, working out
missing numbers, odd one outs in a sequence and the value of two digit numbers.
In English... We have looked at the book 'Whatever Next' and talked about travelling into space. It has created lots
of excitement and research. Did you know you can get to the ISS in 6 hours, but it takes 3 days to reach the moon!
We have created our own version of the story, where Baby bear landed somewhere different - mars, the sun, Venus,
and met an interesting alien!
In other news... Ogden Trust visited with their travelling space workshop. We got together as a school and enjoyed
an afternoon of WOW and wonder. We loved burning rocket fuel, handling uv lights and trying on a real life space
helmet. We sat without a murmur or a wriggle amazed at what we heard and did.
Star of the week... JJ super listening during the Space workshop, thinking and asking fantastic questions..

Maths Additional: See below
Homework is to be handed in on Wednesday 25th April.
Phonics: EYFS: recap and practicing cvc/cvcc words

Y1 a sounds Y2 el sounds

Spellings: KS1 Week 5 (Summer Term 1)
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Pupil Feedback

CGP:Maths Page 12,13 and 14 (you may need to use counters, buttons, pasta to support).
CGP: Reading Comprehension Pages 16 and 17
CGP: SPAG: Pages 10 and 11
CGP: Reading Comprehension Pages 12 and 13
CGP: SPAG: Pages 9, 12 and 13

Parent Feedback
How much support did your child need? None
Comment:

Teacher Feedback
A little

Lots

